
Oil

Friday, the crude oil market continued to edge down following big losses during the previous session. The US dollar is currently very 
strong compared to other major currencies, which makes the dollar-bound oil less attractive to foreign investors. Monday, focus has 
once again turned to the OPEC output negotiations as rumors have it that Iraq are not interested in joining a deal to limit production. If 
this indeed true, it will be a major problem for the negotiations as Iraq is the second highest producer in OPEC with around 4,7 million 
barrels per day.

Gas

On the European gas markets, prices edged down along with the crude oil in Friday’s trading. Traders took advantage from the upside 
in the previous sessions and engaged in a sell-off to close their positions and secure profit. This caused falling prices and furthermore, 
temperatures look to be rising again following a couple of very cold weeks across the continent. The market keeps an eye on the LNG 
supply which has weakened a bit recently.

Coal
Despite the losses on the oil and gas markets, the European coal prices edged up in Friday’s trading, tracking a bullish sentiment on the 
Asian markets. The API 2 Cal-17 contract rose 2,05 USD/t, settling at 69,00 USD/t. Import demand remains strong in China and it contin-
ues to be the question, whether or not the country’s government will allow a higher level of domestic production anytime soon. 

Carbon
The European CO2 quota market was fiercely bullish Friday, with the benchmark quota contract rising around 8 % before settling at 5,89 
EUR/t. The gains on the coal market and higher profit margins for coal fired power generation led to a very big upside. Buying interests 
for quotas appears to be increasing following a bearish period of time earlier during the autumn.

Hydro

Late this week, the Nordic area will receive a lot of precipitation as a low pressure arrives from the west, but the conditions will turn dry 
again from the beginning of next week. In total, the expected amount of precipitation during the forthcoming ten days is around 20 % 
less than seasonal average. The hydro balance remains in a massive deficit of 22,7 TWh despite the fact that the forecasts have turned 
a bit wetter recently.

Germany
The massive gains on the coal and CO2 quota markets made their mark on the German power market Friday. The Cal-17 contract ended 
up rising 0,65 EUR/MWh, settling at 31,70 EUR/MWh. A very high spot price for Saturday also supported the market. The insecure 
situation regarding the supply side on the market during winter time is still a major factor.

Equities
On the financial markets, the European stock indexes were largely neutral in Friday’s session, following some big gains earlier during 
the week. The American markets were also neutral and focus remains on whether or not the Fed will raise interest rates during the 
forthcoming months.

Conclusion

Friday was largely neutral on the Nordic power market. The weather forecasts were largely unchanged and the fuel markets were 
inconclusive with bullish movements on the coal and quota markets, while the gas and oil markets traded down. As a result, the Q1-17 
contract ended up rising 0,10 EUR/MWh, settling at 29,25 EUR/MWh, while the YR-17 contract settled at 29,25 EUR/MWh, down 0,10 
EUR/MWh from Thursday. Monday, we expect an upside as the most recent weather forecasts indicate that the dry conditions will 
return from next week.
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Coal Gas Oil

22-okt 33,57 35,23 35,19 35,19 35,19 34,29 34,20 November 35,15 40,73 40,63 40,80 42,61 37,60 37,60 November 37,03 34,32 66,88

23-okt 34,68 35,18 35,18 35,18 35,18 34,25 34,23 Q1-17 31,60 39,33 40,90 41,23 42,95 36,35 37,25 Q1-17 35,27 35,43 66,99

24-okt 40,42 40,47 40,48 40,48 40,48 34,90 38,17 2017 29,28 32,65 32,10 32,35 36,00 27,82 29,25 2017 32,38 33,21 66,99

The Morning report is produced on the basis of information about th Nordic power market from sources which Energi Danmark A/S finds reliable. We attempt to continuously keep data correct and up to date. Energi Danmark A/S assume no responsibility for the accuracy of the contents of this report. Energi 
Danmark A/S makes reservationsfor typing errors, calculation errors and asume no responibility for any loss or damage arising from the direct or indirect consequences following use of this material. Estimates and recommendations can be changed with no prior notice or warning. The report is confidential 
and only intended for clients of Energi Danmark A/S. Information contained in the report is of general nature and cannot be defined as advice. Readers are urged to seek closer advice in relation to specific questions. This material is not to be published or in any other way passed on for unauthorized use.
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